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On contingent equations satisfying
the Caratheodory type conditions
By

Norio KIKUCHI*
0.

Introduction

In [1] we have proved a bang-bang type property for the nonlinear contingent equation which is continuous in two variables. We
shall prove the same property for the Caratheodory type contingent
equation. For this proof we use a proposition which roughly says
that the Caratheodory type function is approximately continuous in
two variables.
First we prove this property for the set-valued function. While
preparing this manuscript, the author noticed that a similar theorem
had been proved in [3] for the vector-valued function. Also in [2]
this property has been used in order to prove that the Caratheodory
type differential equation has absolutely continuous solutions whose
derivatives exist at almost every point common to all these solutions.
We extend this theorem to the Caratheodory type contingent equation.
The author wishes here to express his thanks to Professor Masuo
Hukuhara for his suggestion of the before mentioned problem and
his warm encouragement.
1. Notations and definitions
We denote by Rm an m-dimensional Euclidean space.
By
Comp CR"),

(resp. ConvCff*))
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we denote the collection of all nonempty compact (resp. compact and
convex) subsets of Rm.

By
dist(#,jO and dist(#, A) =inf {dist(#,;y) ; y^A}
we denote the distance of a point x from a point y^Rm and a set
AdRm, respectively.
DistGi 5) =inf {s>0; 4c F(£, s), 5c F(A 5)}
is the Hausdorffs distance of two compact sets A and B, where
denotes the closed neighborhood of a set A of radius 5, i.e.
FG4, s) - {*elf; distO,

For a set ^4 in J?w we put

where 0 is the origin of Rm and we denote by bdry^l the boundary

of A.
Let T be a topological and measurable space. A map N(f) of T
into CompCR") will be called an orientor field,
The continuity of the orientor field N(f) in the sense of Hausdorff
is defined in a usual way.
N(f)

is said to be measurable on T if the set

{t^T\N(f)c:C}

is measurable for every CeComp (/?"*).
For a measurable set E we denote by meas (£") the measure of
£". The abbreviation (Z. e. E means almost everywhere in E.
Let I be a compact interval [tQ,t0 + a] and x(f)^Rm
tion defined on /.

be a func-

Let g be a vector in Rm for which there exists a sequence
such that

The set of all such g will be called the contingent derivative of
x(f)

at t and we denote it by

D*x(f).

For the function F(t, ^)eConv(^) defined on 7x#" we assume
the following
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Hypothesis H(F). F(t,x) is measurable in t for each fixed
m
and continuous in x for each fixed t^I. There exists an integrable function &(OS^O such that
I^a*)!^(0

a.e. L

An absolutely continuous function x(f) defined on 7 will be called
a trajectory of F(t, x} if the following relation holds
dx(t)/dtt=F(t,xW

a.e. I.

m

For a set A in R we denote by
Z(A, F)

the union of the graphs of trajectories x(f) (on /) of F(t,x) which
satisfy the initial condition
2.

Propositions

Proposition 1. Let (Fn(f)} (w = l,2,---) be a sequence of compactset valued functions defined and measurable on a measurable
set E, and suppose that lim Fn(f)=F(f)
and measCE)<°°- Then
for every positive number e we can choose a compact set Et such
that (Fn(f)}
converges uniformly to F(f) on E6, and meas
B-»oo

Proof.

E=\JEH(A)

For every positive number A we put

holds from the hypothesis.

Since En(A')c:En+l(A')(n

=

1,2,"-0 hold,
lim meas ( £, GO )= meas ((JEn(A)^= meas (
Hence for every positive number 7? we can choose an integer TV such
that

The corresponding TV and EN(A^) to A = l/p, y = 2~ps are denoted
respectively by TV/, and 7^,.
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From the definition of Hp and Np we have
Dist(F H (0, F(0)<1/A meas
for every t^Hp and every ri^Np. We put

and then we have

Let 5 be any positive number and we can choose an integer p
such that

If t^H, t^Hp for p and

holds for every n^Np. Np depends only on d but not on x in H and
hence (Fu(f)} converges uniformly on H. Further we can choose in
H a compact set Ee such that meas(77— 7?£) is as small as desired.
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
Proposition 2e Let k(f) be a nonnegative function which is
defined and integrable on an interval 7, and let E be a measurable
subset of I. Then for almost every r in the complement of E
with respect to I

holds, where Eh(r)=Er\ [r.
Proof. We define k(f) equal to k(f) in E and to zero in the
complement of E. Then for almost every r in 7
*-»o

holds, and hence for almost every r in the complement of E
h-*Q

holds.

k(f)dt = Q

Eh(r)
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Proposition 3. Let K be a compact rectangle in Rm and E be
a measurable set in R1, If F(t, ^eComp(J? m ) is defined on ExK
and measurable in t for each fixed x^K and continuous in x for
each fixed £e£, then for every positive number e there is a compact
subset E£ of E such that meas^E—E^^e and such that the function F(t,x), when considered as defined on E£xK only, is uniformly
continuous in (£,#)•
Proof. Let K be the rectangle consisting of points (#1? x2,'-->Xm)
in Rm such that
For each n (^ = 1,2,---) we now divide each interval
<^m, by points

[#,-,#,-],

where x{ln = aiJrl(bi — ai^/2\ and we get 2mn congruent compact subrectangles Knik(k = l,2, ••*,2 W 2 K ) whose barycenter we will denote by xHlk.
We put

Let F»ik(f) be the oscillation of F(t, x*) in Kttik with respect to x, i. e*
F..i(0=
and we put

Then from the continuity of F(t,x} in x,FH(f)
measurable on E and also we conclude that

can be verified to be

Let e be an arbitrary positive number. We take a sequence of
positive numbers {ef-} (i = l,2, •••) such that
e/2 = S e,- i«=i

Since F(t, Xiik)(k = l, 2, •••, 2'") are measurable on -E, we can select a
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compact set E± such that jF(£,* M ), restricted to Ely are continuous in t,
and meas(E- E^)<^. We define inductively {£„} (n = l,2,---) as follows.
Suppose that we have defined En such that F(t, xPtk) (£ = 1,2,— ,2'",
p = l,2,-",ri) are continuous on E*, and meas(£— £«)<Sez-, then, since
F(t,xH+i.d (£ = 1, 2, — ,2C"+1)") are measurable on £„ we can find a
compact subset £B+1 of En such that Fdtfxn+ltl) (* = 1,2,-,2C"+1>) are
continuous on EM+1, and measC-E, — £lB+1)<ew+i. We put

e is a compact set and we have
meas (£l929'~,2pm,P=:l,2,—) are all continuous on E'£.
Further by Egoroff's Theorem we can find a compact subset Ee
of E'£ such that {Fw(0} converges uniformly to zero on £e, and
Let 77 be an arbitrary positive number

From the uniform con-

vergence of {F«(0} on E£we can find a positive integer N such that
3Fjv(0<^/2m for every £ on ££. Take any (t^x^^Ee^K, and then
we can find a set

S={W (*• = !, 2, »-,2'0

such that
for every ^e^, dist(^,^0)<^+i.

Hence the relation
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holds for every t^E& and x^K, dist(#, #0)<^+1. Further we can
find a positive number d such that
Dist(F(7, S), F(* 0 ,S))<7/3
holds every t(=E£, \t—t0 <<?. Consequently if (t, #) e F£ X .fiT satisfies
dist(#, #o)<p*r+i, U—
the following relations hold

<2mFN(Q +Dist (F(£, 5), F^o, 5)) +2"'F*
Since Ee^K is a compact set, F(t,x} is uniformly continuous
on E£xK. From the construction of F£ the relation meas (£ — Ee)<e
holds.
3.

Theorems

Theorem 1. L££ F(t,x) satisfy the hypothesis H(F). Then
for every trajectory x(f) of F(t,x} which lies on bdryZ(^4, F)
for every t in /, dx(f)/dt is on bdryF(^,^(0) for almost every t
in I.
Proof. We can find a compact rectangle K such that Z(^4, F)
is contained in IxK. Let L be an integral of k(f) on /.
Let Dn be the set of the density points of F1/w, where F1/w is as
in Proposition 3. D = U D» is a subset of / whose measure is equal
«=i
to that of /. If t belongs to D, there exists an integer n such that
t^Dn. Then t is a density point of F1/M and F(t,x}> considered on
EllnxK, is continuous in (£,#).
Let £1 be a point of D such that dx(t^/dt belongs to the interior
of F(ti, £(£0) f°r some trajectory S(0 of F(t,x') which lies on
bdry Z(^4, F) for every if in /, and so V(dx(t-^)/dt9 4s) is contained
in F(£i, 3£(£i)) for some positive number e.
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Let [r, ti] be a union PUG of two measurable sets P, Q. If the

ratio
meas(Q)/meas(P)
is sufficiently small with £1 — r, there exists a positive number & such
that the following relation

holds for r, t1 — dl^T<t1) where /(O is a measurable function which
lies in F(t, x(f)} for any trajectory x(f) of F(t,x).
On the other hand, since #(0 is differentiate at ti9 there exists
a positive number ft such that the relation

holds for every r, t1~
We take r such that

where

5 = min (ft , ft) .

As stated above, in [r, £J there exists a compact set £"i/fl H IT, £J ,
which we will denote by /, such that ti is a density point of / and
F(t,x') is continuous in (£,#), when it is considered on JxK only.
By taking r sufficiently near fx, we can assume that V(.dx(t-d/dt, 3s)
is contained in F(t, x(f)} for every £e/ and for every function jc(f)
which has the Lipschitz constant L and coincides with ~x(f) at r0
[r, fj can be expressed as a union of /and \JIi9 where {^-} (/ = 1,2,-")
z=l

is a sequence of compact intervals.
The union (J ^- is composed of a finite number of disjoint compact
1=1
intervals which we will denote by [rly ^J , [r2, <r 2 ],'" from left to right
n
The complement of U If with respect [r, £J is composed of a finite
1=1
number of disjoint intervals which we will denote by /i=Gri, r 2 ), /2 =
(^2, r 8 ),-" or by /= [r, rO, /2 = (^i, r2) , • • - according as ri = r or r^r.
Let k be in V(dx(f^)/dt,
3e). We define a curve on [r, fj as
follows. If r^ri, we define on [r, rj
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On [r1} <TI] we define x{^(f) as a solution of the contingent equation
through #(V) +k(jl — r). On [^ rz] we define

Similarly, if r = r1? we define x ^ ( f ) as follows. On [r, rfj we define
#,(/°(0 as a solution of the contingent equation through ~x(j). On
[rfi, r2] we define

In this way we define a curve #«*}(0 on the whole interval [r, £J .
When & goes round all over the set V(dx(t^)/dt, 3s), we get a
family of curves. This family can be verified to be a normal family
and to have the same Lipschitz constant L.
From the construction of 8 (£<!A), the set

G= (*(r) +&(7i-0 ;&e V(dx(jtd/dt, 2£)}
is contained in the set

for sufficiently large n. Hence, for every #eG there exists a curve
xy*(f), which we denote by xn(t\ such that xn(f^)=x.
We can select
a subsequence of {#,(0} which converges uniformly to a curve
with the Lipschitz constant L. Since the relation
,-,<r,i

y

V(dx(JtJ/dt,

[T,*]n/j

holds for every w, we have

t, 3s) dt

This relation implies

**(0=*(0
and

dx*(f)/dt^F(t,x*(f))

a.e. [r,
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because x*(f) is absolutely continuous. x*(t} is a trajectory which
connects A and x. Hence G is contained in Z(A, F), and hence
#(£i) belongs to the interior of Z(-4, F), which is a contradiction.
Theorem 2. Let F(t,x} satisfy the hypothesis H(F).
Then
every trajectory of F(t, x) satisfies the contingent equation almost
everywhere in I except for a common set of measure zero.
Proof. For any positive number e we let E be a set E£ as in
Proposition 3. Let H be the complement of E with respect to / and
Er be the set of density points of E and £"(C-E') be the set of r
for which there holds

as in Proposition 2. We get
meas (£") = meas (£"') = meas (jE"")!>nieas (/) —e.
Let T belong to E" and x(f) be any trajectory of the contingent
equation. For a sufficiently small h we get

h

h

Hence
dist ( (*(r + A) - X (r) ) / h , F(r,

X (r) ) )

Since the last term tends to zero with h, the following relation holds
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A positive number s is arbitrary, and hence for almost every r
in I the relation

holds for every trajectory x(f) of F(t, #).
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